January 11, 2017
Dear Parents,
Attached for your review is our Campus Report Card prepared by the Texas Education Agency.
This is to notify you how Montgomery Elementary performed on the 2015-2016 STAAR test. This
information provides data for MES in three Performance Index areas: Student Achievement, Student
Progress, and Closing Performance Gaps. Overall, MES received a Campus Rating of “Met Standard”
in all three areas from TEA. We are proud to say that MES continues to be successful on the STAAR test,
exceeding the target scores on each index, as shown below.
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We are continuing to work as a District and a Campus to better understand our scores and how we
can improve in each area. As shown above, Performance Index #2 will need to be a focus area for MES so
that we can ensure that we are not only “meeting” the target score, but “far exceeding” it like we did in
the other Performance Index areas. The Student Progress Index measures the number of students who met
growth expectations and/or who exceeded growth expectations, measuring the amount of growth a student
makes from one year to the next. Improvements in this area can be made by continuing our focus on
classroom instruction, our curriculum resources, and student intervention and differentiation.
Although the STAAR test is not all we do at MES, we are proud of how well our students do on this
state assessment each year. These scores prove that excellence is promoted in all that we do, and our
2015-2016 Campus Report Card is something to celebrate!
Thank you for your continued support of Montgomery Elementary School, where we are “Revealing
the Superhero in Every Child!”

Your Proud Principal,
Jada Mullins

